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Dear Friends and Fellow Republicans

Onto 2022!  And Beyond

Our common man and woman revolution was heard round the world this past

week.   We're being talked about in far away lands like Australia, where the Sky

News has done a fascinating job explaining the November election and just

how the leftists went overboard.  However as most of you have heard me say

time and time again - our work has only begun.  Because we are in a fight to

retake both Virginia and the Republic, each election from this point on will be

the most important election of our lifetimes.  

With that being said, we all know that CD 6 is a deep red District.  It's not
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enough for Ben Cline to win next year.  We need to come out in overwhelming

numbers to the point where Jennifer Lewis (Ben's likely opponent) gets less

than 30% of the vote.  We need to take back CD 2, 7, and 10 (Tidewater,

Central Virginia to Richmond suburbs, and NOVA).  We need to be supporting

great movement conservatives like Leon Benjamin (likely to run in CD 4 - a

formerly deep red district which has become a bit too blue for my taste).  If

possible we need to help out Bob Good in CD 5 (Central Virginia) so that he

can turn back a likely well funded opponent.  

We need to take back both Houses of Congress so that everyone is aware that

we are the dominant force in American and Virginian politics.  Each of us has a

duty to our children and our children's children to make sure that we leave our

Republic and our Commonwealth a better place.  Each of us must find it in

ourselves to do our utmost to make sure that we leave Virginia a better place

than we found it.

Congrats to Speaker Todd Gilbert!

Each of us in Shenandoah County and inside HD 15 had an early Christmas

present, when it was announced that House GOP Leader Todd Gilbert would

be the next Speaker of the House.  Todd is a conservatives conservative, and

one who we can trust to ensure that anything that the leftists try to ram through

will be killed.  Todd will ensure that only good legislation gets sent to the House

floor for a vote, and will work well with both Governor Youngkin and the

Legislature to help take back Virginia. 

For all of us in Shenandoah County, this is a personal victory for us, as we see

Todd not only as our Representative in Richmond, but also as our good friend

and almost a part of our family.   The next legislative session will be a great one

for sure!  

CNN and the Establishment Reach a New Low

Earlier this week, CNN's website wrote an article which shows just how out of

touch they are.  The article is titled - American's Are Not Hearing Joe Biden.  

Think on that.  Americans are seeing their life savings being wiped out by

inflation.  The federal government is saying that angry parents are domestic

terrorists - the economy is a mess - gas prices are at a 7 year high, and the

Establishment is worried about Biden's feelings.  
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Quite frankly we should not be shocked  - as last week CNN"s Jeffrey Toobin

said that it's a good thing Kyle Rittenhouse can't be prosecuted for being an

idiot.  For those of you who don't remember, Mr. Toobin was the CNN legal

analyst who got caught giving hisself a personal treat whilst on a Zoom meeting

with female colleagues.  

Not to be outdone, MSNBC Anchor Stephanie Ruhle said this past weekend

that the dirty secret about inflation is that we all can afford it.  Well maybe her

cronies in the Swamp can afford it, but we common working folk cannot.  These

people have lost touch with average daily Americans, and must pay for this with

their jobs and hurt them in the only place they'll understand - their wallets.  

Thank you for allowing me to serve you as your Chair.  Together we will take

back Virginia

I remain

your servant

JM

S John Massoud

6th District Republican Party Chairman
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Upcoming Events:

November 16 - RARC Monthly Meeting - 7 PM - Magnolia Avenue at the Educational

Center

November 16 - Augusta County GOP Meeting - Common Ground Meeting Hall -

Verona Va.  

November 19 - Youngkin Rally - Salem Virginia - Community Church 1923 E Main

Street Salem Va.  Noon

November 19 - Youngkin Rally - Thomas Road Baptist Church Brunner Hall - 630

PM.  See you there!  

December 3-5 Republican Advance will be at the Bath County Omni Homestead. 

See you there!  
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